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The above series ot aerial photographs illustrate a number ot contrasting conditions of topography, soils, and availability ot moisture 
supplies which influence the use ot the land tor crops or for other purposes. The cross-section (A) of the Appalachian Valley and Ridge prov
ince in northeastern Alabama is indicative ot the sharp contrasts between use of the land on the valley tloor and that on the steep and rooky 
paralleling ridges. The limestone soils in the valley are nearly all cultivable. They are also well adapted to pas tures, f orming the physical 
settin~, alon~ with co~paratively small farms and small fields, t or a diversified syst em ot farming. There is little evidence of farming on 
the eandstone ridr,es which correlates with their suitability primarily for the present usa, namely , forests . An elevation differential of 
600-700 teet between the valley tloor and ridge tops explains the l on5ttudinal pattern of roads and the railway. The ridge tops in parts ot the 
Ozarks (9) tend to be wider and longer than those illustrated in (A) and land clearing has proceeded both on the ridges and in the broader 
river and stream valleys. The steep and rooky slopes have generally remained under forest cover. In a numb~r of ins tances forest r~stooking 
is oocurrinr, on fonner oro p t1 elds. 

A high proportion or the comparatively level Corn Belt land in northern Iowa (C) and that in the hard winter-wheat rogion in central 
Kansas (D) is used for crops. Both represent former prairie country , but much of the termer area required tile or open drains to attain maximum 
utilization. Mechanized operation is relatively complete in areas such as these. !'arms in the area illustrated by (C) are moderately large, 
and are somewhut larger in the wheat-farming oent~rs illustrated by (D) . 

Terrain may be favorable but precipitation may be so limited and the transpiration rate so high that land cannot be utilized for crops 
without copious irrigation (E). The braided stream channels in this cross- section of the edge o! the southwestern desert in California carry 
little water most of the yeer, although they are occasionally filled by flash floods. The contrasts in vegetation illustrate the critical impor
tance o! local moisture supplies throughout the arid to desert sections of the West . 

Terrain mey be nearly flat but elevation and soils depth be so critical that only a few feet vllriation i n ebvation may spell the dif
ference between successful drainage and a costly failure (F). The forested areas on the flat traots or depressions outside the farming areas 
are known in North Carolina aa bays or poooeins. Extensive swamps are also found in this general region of 40 to 50 inches or more ot annual 
rainfall. 
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About one-quarter of the -Nation's cropland has been developed to its present high degree of usefUlness as a result of drainage, irri
gation, and establishment of flood protection. Adjustments to physical conditions through strip cropping, contouring, and other soil- and 
moisture-conserving measur9s, and the balanci~g of crop and other uses with resource potentials have contributed to the maintenance o! 
orop t'a;ming. 

This area in northwestern !.Ussissippi (G) is illustrative of a situation where the development of flood protection and drainage hu 
been relatively complete. It will be not·ed that even some of the old river channels (left) are now in cultivation. The conformation ot the 
fie~ds gives evidence of frequent adjustment to old drainage courses. Only t~e low ,elevation back-swamps or brakes (right ) have remained in 
fo~st and swamp. Precipitation is too low and too uncertain throu~out much of the West even tor dry-land farming . With irrigation, a vari
ety of crops can be grown. The area in Idaho indicated by this cross-section (H) is somewhat rolling, so that the higher irrigation canals 
(up er right) follow a winding oourse along the contour. · 

Precipitation is heavy and intensive throughout much of the southern United States, and terracing and oontour plow~ng are necessary 
in order to preserve the land. This is especially true in the Southern Piedmont (I) where the land is strongly rolling, and mostly row crops 
are grown. The Pennsylvania and Maryland Piedmont (Jl, maintained in cultivation for around two centuries, still remains among the most inten
sively cultivated land in the United States. Neither the diversified system of farming nor the practice~ strip croppinll_ is a recent 1nnava~ 
tion, but their present incidence, particularly of the tilled strips following the approxi~ate contour of the slope&, can be eeen in the above 
illustration. . 

Expansion of industrial and suburban developments has been associated typically with decline in farming activity. This has not been 
the case in the lower Connecticut Valley (K) and in other areas where erop farming has bean maintained throughout a long period of time. Tbia 
encroachment of. urban influences has produced a variegated pattern--a mixture of rural nonfarm residences, full- and part-time farms, and of 
general as well as specialized farming in frUits, nursery produote, and tobecoo. The Kentucky bluegrass basin (L) is an outstanding'axample of 
a lollf;-eetablished balance in use of. land resources. Nearly all the ~and is divided into fields, many of whioh have bean in crops and blue
grass pastures for well over a century. Throughout this general area, fermin~; is bel"J\oed between animal husbandry and apeoialized tobacco 
production. 
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